Agilisium’s Windows
Optimization and
Licensing Assessment

Amazon EC2 for
Microsoft Windows Server

Book Your Assessment

Be more strategic on planning for the License
needs for a dynamically changing environment
Key Outcomes
Assess and optimize current on-premises and cloud environments, based on
actual resource utilization, third-party licensing, and application dependencies
Bring Your Own License (BYOL) and reduce licensing obligations through Optimize
CPU and leverage existing licensing in multiple AWS scenarios
Tooling and subject matter experts to see potential cost savings for migrating
your Windows Workloads to AWS
Understand all available AWS cloud options, how to optimize them and build a
roadmap for future licensing

Success Story
Through Windows OLA, our FMCG client were able to optimize their Windows workloads
leading to 47% cost reduction

Get started! Save more than 50% in your licensing costs

Book Your Assessment
Please contact us to know if you are a qualiﬁed customer for funding

How it works?
Diagnose
Identify the existing third-party licenses of Windows Workloads
Identify the workloads such as Microsoft SQL, Windows Server, etc.
Identify the right AWS platform such as Amazon EC2 for Windows Server,
Amazon Redshift, etc.

Prepare
Understanding of the directional business case and drivers for moving to the cloud
Understanding the directional TCO to move to AWS
Understanding the potential beneﬁts of AWS over traditional on-premise
computing or other cloud solutions
Lay the foundation for the next phases, a Migration Readiness Assessment (MRA)
and Migration Readiness Planning (MRP)

Optimize
Rightsize your resources
Reduce costs
Flexible licensing options

What we need from you?
What are the Windows Workloads that are running on
your on-premise environment?
Availability of business & tech SMEs for discussions
Access to licenses for diagnosis and optimization

Data & Analytics
DevOps
Immersion Day Partner

sales@agilisium.com
+(818) 241-4053
Agilisium is a Big Data and Analytics company with clear focus on helping organizations take the “Data-to-Insights-Leap”.
As a AWS Advanced Consulting Partner with Redshift, EMR, DevOps & Quicksight competencies, Agilisium has invested
in all stages of data journey: Data Architecture Consulting, Data Integration, Data Storage, Data Governance and Data
Analytics. With advanced Design Thinking capabilities, a thriving Partner Eco-system and top-notch industry
certiﬁcations, Agilisium is inherently vested in our clients’ success
www.agilisium.com
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